















(Henry Briggs, 1561-16301) $Ar’ithmetica$
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4 –$=$ (1723, [15] $p259$)


















Mirifici logarithmorum canonis constructio, 1619 pp.40-53
The Construction of the Wonderful Canon of Logarithms (1889;
reprint 1966, [12] $)$ pp.52-69 pp.53-54
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1. 1234 4 ( ) $4-1=3$
2. $\log_{10}$ 1234 ( ) 3 1234 $3+1=4$
$10^{3}\leq 10^{3.09131}\ldots<10^{4}$
$N$ $-1=[\log_{10}N]$ ( $[]$ ).
$\log_{10}2$ (1624) 14 $2^{10^{14}}$
$[\log_{10}2^{10^{14}}]=[10^{14}\log_{10}2]$ ( )
$2^{10^{14}}$ $-1=[10^{14}\log_{10}2]$
1014 ( 14 ),





1: Briggs(1624), $||$ 5 p.8 ( )




3 1 ( )
2 20,21 3 4
1 1 1 2 2 2








3 2 121 258... 3 258
2 66564 $(3+3-1)$
$121+121-1=241$ 3 4 1 61
160 $\cdots$ 241 3 666 $\cdots$ 3 $160\cross 666=106560$ $(3+3)$
$61+241=302$ 6.
$10^{14}$ Briggs(1624),
$\sim$ 5 p.8 30102,99956,6399” $\log_{10}2^{10^{14}}=10^{14}\log_{10}2$ 1
1 $10^{14}\log_{10}2$ Briggs(1624),
p.9 “30102,99956,6398” $10^{14}$
$\log_{10}2$ ( ) $\log_{10}2$ 20 $\log_{10}2=0.30102999566398119521$
14 7
$(10^{}$ $\log_{10}7)$








$68\cross 26=1768,14\cross 68=952$ 2





1 $N$ $n$ $N^{2}$
$N$ 2 31 $31^{2}=961$ 3
$(n+n-1)$ $N$ 3 317
31 $7^{2}=100489$ 6 $(n+n)$
$N$ 3 316 31 $6^{2}=99856$ $(n+n-1)$
$N$ 4 3163 31632 $=10004569$ $(n+n)$
$n$ $N$ $2$
1. $N$ 4 $N^{2}$
$2n$




1 2 2 9 1
2 $n$ 2 2999$\cdots$ $=3\cross 10^{n-1}-1$ 2 $3\cross 10^{n-1}-1$
$n$ 2 $2n$ $2n-1$
$(3\cross 10^{n-1}-1)^{2}=9\cross 10^{2n-2}-6\cross 10^{n-1}+1<10\cdot 10^{2n-2}=10^{2n-1}$
1 2 $n$ 2 $2n-1$
3 $n$ $T(\in \mathbb{N})$ 2 $2n$
$10^{2n-1}\leq T^{2}<10^{2n}$ $(n=1,2,3, \cdots)$
$\sqrt{1010^{2n-2}}\leq T<\sqrt{10^{2n}}$
$10^{n-1}\sqrt{10}\leq T<10^{n}$ (1)
$T$ 2 2 4 (1)
$10\sqrt{10}\leq T<10^{2}$
31.622 $\cdots\leq T<100$
$32\leq T<100$ $(\cdot.\cdot T\in \mathbb{N})$
$T$ 3 2 6
$10^{2}\sqrt{10}\leq T<10^{3}$
316.227 $\cdots$ $\leq T<1000$




1. 2 32 30 31
2. 2 31 3 317 315
316
3. 3 316 4 3163 3161
3162










0.021% 2 31 $\cross 32=992$
3 0 9 10 3 100
$310\cross 320=99200$ $315\cross 320=100800$
1 1 31 $\cross 32$ 2
3 1
2%
322 $[i$ $\sim$ $E4$
Ozanmi, $J$ , Tables des Sinus, Tangentes et Secantes; et des Logarithmes des Sinus
et des Tangentes; & des Nombres depuis l’unite jusques \‘a $1\theta\theta\theta\theta$ ( (
$)$ 1 10000 ( ) , 1685( ) $)$
3 De la construction des Logarithmes” ( $\lceil$ )
(1992) P111
8.
$8H$ . verhaeren, catalogue of the Pei-T’ang Libmry
220
Ozanam $Min\dot fici$ logarithmorum canonis con-
structio, 1619 ( The Construction of the Wonderful Canon of Logarithms (1889;
reprint 1966, [12] $)$ pp.50-51) 9.
$\log_{10}5$ Cajori(1931, [4])p.155
Perhaps suggested by Napier $s$ remarks in the Constructio, this method was developed





9 2 2 $\log 1=0$ , log lO $=$
1, $1<9<10$ 2 1 10 2 $a,$ $b$
$\frac{\log a+\log b}{2}=\frac{1}{2}\log$ $ab=1og\sqrt{ab}$ (2)
$\sqrt{}$ab $\log 1=0$ $\log 10=1$
$\frac{0+1}{2}=0.5$
$\sqrt{}$1 $\cross$ 10 $=$ 31622777( 8 ) (2)
$\log\sqrt{10}=\log 3.1622777=0.5$
1 10 $\sqrt{10}=3.1622777$ 9 2 $\sqrt{10}=3.1622777$ 10



















































1 10 3 2 4 24
Ozanam 5
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